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Mr. Chairman, our thanks for the floor, and to the USG for Management, ASG for the Office of 

Human Resources Management, the Director of the Ethics Office, the Chairman of the Advisory 

Committee and the staff representative for their statements. 

Mr. Chairman, as we said in our statement at the start of the session, the UN cannot deliver its 

complex global mandates without the heroic work of its dedicated staff around the world, and we 

approach this agenda item as an opportunity to adopt HR policies that truly support and 

complement this work.  Of the many HR issues being considered this session, we believe three 

are particularly important: mobility, performance management and workforce planning.  

Progress on these issues will continue the partnership between the General Assembly and the 

Secretary-General over the last several sessions to make UN HR practices much more effective 

and harmonized. 

Mr. Chairman, first, on mobility, the UN needs a robust mobility policy to move staff to different 

posts or duty stations as demands dictate and enable staff to acquire diverse skills and 

experiences; we are confident that the mobility policy currently under development will lead to 

better mandate execution and we look forward to its implementation starting in 2016. 

Mr. Chairman, second, on performance management, the UN needs strong performance 

management that motivates staff to continue working at a consistently high level.  We believe 

that effective performance management has two essential parts: first, reliable performance 

appraisals to measure performance and second, effective tools that will either reward and 

encourage continued good performance, or, as necessary, sanction underperformance.  We look 

forward to considering the proposals to strengthen UN performance management this session. 

Mr. Chairman, lastly, on workforce planning, the UN needs comprehensive workforce and 

succession planning to align human capital to the mandate requirements today and in the future; 

without comprehensive workforce and succession planning, the UN cannot fulfill critical HR 

policy objectives, such as enhancing diversity  or managing seniority creep at the organization.  

We believe the Secretary-General should start development of a comprehensive workforce and 

succession planning process as soon as possible. 
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Mr. Chairman, in closing, we stand ready to engage constructively on all HR issues this session.  

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 


